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ABSTRACT 

Urban environments are alive with embedded, pervasive, mobile 
and invisible technologies that inspire new opportunities for 
interactivity. Conventional interaction design processes that were 
developed for digital product and service design fail to capture 
and address the complexity and rich potential of urban scale 
interaction. This research presents first steps towards defining a 
framework for urban interaction design, in which these 
opportunities can be harnessed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Interactive spaces are becoming a common part of our cities. 

Increasingly, our buildings are responsive, advertising is 
personalized, and a wide variety of spaces hold dynamic 
information previously unavailable for interaction. As the 
potential for designing interactive experiences in the city 
continues to grow, the necessity for better design frameworks that 
address specific scales of interaction in the city comes to the fore. 

   
At the individual human scale, the practice of interaction design 
benefits from a well-established methodology that takes into 
account the nuances and affordances of human behavior in 
relation to dynamic, interactive products and services. The design 
process, its steps, tools and means for evaluation form a clear 
series of strategies a designer may undertake to achieve 
successfully designed interactions [11].  
 
In the urban domain where larger scale interactions occur socially, 
physically and in the public realm, solid foundations for 
interaction design are lacking. The established interaction design 
process of insight, ideation, and implementation [11] faces 
challenges of scale, permanence and budget when applied to an 
urban space rather than a product or service. While there are 
numerous practices that explore interaction design at the human 

bodily scale, such as interactive brand experiences, interactive 
exhibition design, interactive architecture, and interactive art, a 
process that defines strategies and tools for designing interactions 
that are urban and spatial, in addition to being human, still needs 
development and testing. 
 
In product or service interaction design, user needs can be 
identified through discrete personas, or characters, that represent 
average users. However, when designing for interactions in urban 
space, the spatial context becomes highly relevant and produces 
challenges outside of the scope of the current design methods. 
Instead of designing a commodity, designers ‘stage’ interactive 
spatial experiences [12]. They are not creating a product that can 
be sold on the market but instigating an experience that is bound 
to a space and can change how one perceives or interacts with the 
urban environment. This raises the questions: How do current 
interaction design methods need to be adjusted for the use in 
urban space? Which methods can be directly transferred, which 
need adaption and what new methods need to be developed? 

2. URBAN INTERACTION DESIGN 
Interaction Design has its background in product design where the 
merging of the digital with classical product design posed the 
question of how to create new digital products and new user 
experiences. Bill Moggridge [7] established the term Interaction 
Design, a discipline that benefits from a clear design process [1]. 
This research will refer to this scale of interaction design as 
“Product Interaction Design”. 

As the scale of interaction design began to branch out into the 
spatial domain, the merging of interactive technologies with the 
staging of full scale environments challenged spatial designers the 
same way product designers were challenged with designing 
interactive products. Interactive Brand Experiences [8], 
Interactive Exhibition Design [5], Interactive Architecture [3] and 
Interactive Art [13] are disciplines which embraced digital 
interactivity in a spatial context and which this research will refer 
to as “Spatial Interaction Design”.  

Spatial interaction design has produced a large body of work in 
the above mentioned disciplines and as documented by Bullivant 
[14] and Fox&Kemp [3]. However lacks a clearly defined process 
for incorporating interaction design principles at this scale. This 
was identified in 2003 by Luigina Ciolfi [15] who argued that  
”Current design methodologies and techniques do not explicitly 
consider the importance of gaining a full understanding of the 
human experience of space when designing technologies that will 
pervade and become an integral part of our physical 
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environment”. Furthermore she focuses on the importance of 
considering spaces as places and the analysis of those features of a 
place that are going to shape the users’ interactions with 
technologically enhanced environments.  

Due to the lack of a well-established approach at the spatial scale, 
a user-centred approach, which is one of the key achievements of 
product interaction design, has not been fully articulated and 
implemented. In classic product design, a user-centred approach is 
necessary to extract clarity from the complexity that digital 
interaction imposes on the user, and implies the same necessity at 
the scale of spatial interaction design. 

Furthermore the physical and large-scale nature of spatial 
interaction design produces challenges for typical interaction 
design methods such as prototyping, evaluation or iteration. For 
example, in classical product design a mobile phone can be 
prototyped with an everyday material such as wood and its user 
interface can be mocked up using low-fidelity paper prototyping 
[6], however in a spatial context prototyping and iterating a larger 
physical setup is far more challenging. Neighbourhood 
Scoreboards [16] is an example of a spatial project that 
successfully built lo-fi prototypes of urban displays for the 
visualisation of energy consumption. 

The motivation for this research was sparked out of 10 years of 
practical experience in spatial interaction design. The researcher 
has created spatial Interactive Artworks [2], Interactive Brand 
Experiences [4], Interactive Exhibition Design environments[9] 
and Interactive Architecture concepts. Further more the researcher 
has experience in Tangible Interaction Design [10] and 
Information Design [17] as well as 15 years experience in web 
design. This background serves as a practical knowledge base and 
skillset that grounds the current motivation to carry out rigorous 
research into spatial interaction design. 

Throughout the researcher’s practice it became evident that the 
standards accepted in product interaction design have simply not 
penetrated the spatial interaction design methods. Projects 
designed at a spatial scale did not have the same research, rigour 
and testing applied to designing the human interaction component 
as would have been applied in a product design case. In some 
cases, this became even more critical when stakeholders from 
architecture, advertising or media production where involved and 
insisted on classic waterfall models of their disciplines to carry 
out design from their perspective. 

The issue was amplified when the researcher engaged with spatial 
interaction design projects in an urban context, which where even 
further removed from user-needs and a user-centred approach. 

The urban context poses complex factors such as increased 
numbers of simultaneous users (i.e. crowds rather than 
individuals), unpredictable demographics of users, mixed agendas 
and activities of users, and unpredictable behaviours of users 
based on all of these factors.  

The lack of design methods that can accommodate this 
complexity when concerning interactivity is the central motivation 
to define a user-centred process for spatial interaction design in an 
urban context. 
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